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Abstract

As a complex software system evolves, its implementation
tends to diverge from the intended or documented design
models. Such undesirable deviation makes the system hard
to understand, modify, and maintain. This paper presents a
hybrid computer-assisted approach for confirming that the
implementation of a system maintains its expected design
models and rules. Our approach closely integrates logic-
based static analysis and dynamic visualization, providing
multiple code views and perspectives. We show that the
hybrid technique helps determine design-implementation
congruence at various levels of abstraction: concrete rules
like coding guidelines, architectural models like design
patterns[7] or connectors[26], and subjective design prin-
ciples like low coupling and high cohesion. The utility of
our approach has been demonstrated in the development of� Choices, a new multimedia operating system which in-
herits many design decisions and guidelines learned from
experience in the construction and maintenance of its pre-
decessor, Choices.

1 Introduction

The construction of complex software systems is of-
ten guided by high-level design models and guidelines
that improve the system quality by enabling experience
reuse. Such guidelines are diverse in nature, ranging
from environment-specific programming conventions, to
rules-of-thumb like the information hiding principle, to
domain-independent design idioms. Recently, research in
software architecture has focused on identifying and cata-
loging reusable design models and rules, including object-
oriented patterns[7], architectural styles[8], and software
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connectors[26].
Unfortunately, system design improvements are often

vitiated by the tendency of implementations to diverge
from their intended or documented design models. This
suggests that the use of codified design principles must be
supplemented by checks to ensure that the actual imple-
mentation adheres to its design constraints and guidelines.
Without easy and effective verification, the deviation of the
implementation from its design commitments hurts even
systems that arduously attempt to reuse proven experien-
tial knowledge, making them hard to understand, modify,
and maintain.

This paper presents a hybrid computer-aided approach
that enables close monitoring of the implementation’s faith-
fulness to its posited design abstractions at all stages of sys-
tem development. The verification process starts as early
as possible with logic-based static analysis of source code,
complemented systematically with dynamic interactive vi-
sualization for the inspection of run-time behavior. Such a
multi-dimensional approach reveals aspects of system im-
plementations that escape either static or dynamic analysis
alone. Frequent compliance checking helps catch design
turnovers before they become irreversible.

Surprisingly, there seem to be few preventive tools
whose specific purpose is to help assure that the implemen-
tation of an evolving system abides by its imposed design
principles. Those that we know (e.g., [16, 15, 13]) appear
to focus exclusively on either static or dynamic analysis,
lacking multiple views and perspectives. We improve on
these approaches in several ways:

� We integrate static analysis and dynamic visualiza-
tion. We show that the combined scheme improves
compliance checking for well-defined rules as well as
subjective guidelines.

� We check for conformance to a wide variety of design
principles: concrete rules like coding styles[14], ar-
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chitectural rules like design patterns[7] or styles[8],
and heuristic guidelines like high cohesion and low
coupling[20].

� We provide a design rule-base that is reusable across
a wide variety of software systems, because the rule-
base captures codified architectural styles, connectors,
and design patterns that are well-known recurrent de-
signs.

Our compliance checker, called Pattern-Lint1, uses models
from various works[7, 8, 26, 14, 6], and our experience
in designing Choices[2], one of the earliest object-oriented
operating systems. We are using Pattern-Lint to implement� Choices[3], a successor of Choices targeted to support
multimedia applications. Pattern-Lint helps reuse and re-
fine structures from Choices in � Choices. The tool aids
in monitoring implementation compliance from the very
beginning. We do not want the new operating system to
diverge from its intended design abstractions during de-
velopment, and then face painful reverse-engineering of
“rotten” structures during maintenance. We have learned
through bitter experience that prevention is better than cure.

Overview We begin the paper with a series of examples
that demonstrate Pattern-Lint’s effectiveness. Section 2
illustrates consistency checking for architectural rules like
design patterns, and the role of static and dynamic visualiza-
tion in detecting discrepancies. Section 3 shows how highly
parameterized static and dynamic visualizations prove crit-
ical for analyzing very abstract and subjective design prop-
erties like coupling and cohesion. Section 4 gives examples
of more concrete rules, further illustrating the flexibility and
generality of our approach. Section 5 presents our scheme
in detail and examines its limitations. Section 6 reports
on related work. Section 7 proposes future directions and
concludes the paper.

2 Example: Static Abstractions and Dy-
namic Visualization

In this section, we discuss how Pattern-Lint was used to
re-design a portion of the device management framework
in Choices[11]. We briefly discuss the pattern underlying
the framework’s design. Then we show why conformance
of the framework to the pattern is vital, followed by exam-
ples of the use of Pattern-Lint in the hybrid conformance
checking process.

1Just as lint checks for bad coding practice and likely errors in C
programs, Pattern-Lint checks for design violations and flaws.
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controller
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Figure 1: Device management framework (excerpt).

The Design: A Mediator Figure 1 depicts in OMT[22]
notation a fragment of the device management framework
in Choices. The framework allows CPU’s and Devices to
interact. In the figure, the classes CPU and Disk model
the corresponding hardware resources. The Disk class has
several subclasses, of which we show BufferingDisk, Con-
tiguousDisk, and DetailedDisk. Instances of Disk and
CPU need to interact, since CPU’s must request disks to
do I/O and the disks must in turn interrupt CPU’s upon I/O
completion. Our framework abstracts the interaction pro-
tocol in a DiskController, which centralizes the protocol,
and simplifies coordination between multiple CPU’s and
disks.

The arrangement of Figure 1, in which a central compo-
nent provides a localized home for the interaction seman-
tics of several colleagues, is the structure of the MEDIATOR

pattern[7]. The pattern reifies and encapsulates the collab-
oration protocol among several objects into a central hub:
the mediator object2. This centralizes and objectifies the
interaction protocol which would otherwise be scattered
and distributed across collaborating objects, and hence dif-
ficult to locate, understand, and change. The pattern also
decouples the collaborating colleagues and manages de-
pendencies. Further discussion can be found in [7].

Conformance: Mediator Implementation The reason
for our choice of the MEDIATOR design model in device
management is clear. By centralizing the complex inter-
actions between Disk and CPU in the DiskController, we
make it easier to understand the code, analyze it about pos-
sible races or deadlocks, or alter it to add different devices.
Now, suppose the implementation did not actually conform
to the documented MEDIATOR pattern, because of a design
turnover and documentation drift. In that case, some of the
supposedly mediated colleagues interact directly, thereby
adding unexpected interactions not visible by examining
DiskController. Such obscure interactions would invali-
date any correctness analyses based on examining the me-

2A mediator object is in effect a first class connector[26]
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Figure 2: Comparison of the device management framework and MEDIATOR. The user simply selects the MEDIATOR

design model from the browser and queries the expected class roles. Rules for conformance checking come from a pattern
recognition knowledge base that is reused and shared by all users.

diator alone. This creates a potential for dangerous and
risky software engineering decisions when a different pro-
grammer mistakenly believes that the implementation is a
mediator. Thus, it is important that the implementation is
actually a mediator.

Static analysis: Violations of Mediator When we im-
ported the device framework from Choices into � Choices,
we applied Pattern-Lint to the subsystem. The findings
from static analysis (see Figure 2) seemed to indicate that
the implementation was inconsistent with MEDIATOR. It
appeared that some programmers, in an attempt to improve
performance, allowed CPU’s to access directly certain de-
vice operations. Specifically, the C++friend declaration
was used to circumvent normal C++ protection to grant
direct access. In addition, some disk devices were also un-
expectedly bypassing their mediator and communicating
directly with the CPU.

Figure 2 tells us that there is someevidence that the struc-
ture may be a MEDIATOR — the DiskController, Disks and
CPU interact as required (positive evidence). However, the
diagram also reports that some mediated instances ignore
the mediator and communicate directly through the friend-

ship mechanism, indicating definite violations3 of the con-
straints imposed by the mediator design model. All of these
relationships are determined directly from the code using a
Prolog database and inference engine (see Section 5).

Visualization: A Surprise Next, guided by the results
from static analysis, we instrumented the framework me-
chanically through a graphical instrumentation interface.
The findings and suspicions gathered from static analy-
sis served as a requirements specification for the run-time
information to visualize. To graphically analyze system
dynamics, Pattern-Lint relies on OS View[25], the visual-
ization and manipulation system for Choices.

Figure 3 is a snapshot of an animation showing the dy-
namic interactions among the target classes. In the diagram,
the thickness of the line connecting two classes corresponds
to their relative interaction frequency. This animation was
fairly consistent across many application workloads.

The animation reveals that the DiskController interacts
heavily with DetailedDisk, less heavily with CPU and
ContiguousDisk, and not at all with BufferingDisk. More
importantly, the animation shows no significant direct in-
teraction between the mediated colleagues that shows at the

3The grey edges are hyperlinked to the associated source code.
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Figure 3: Animating method calls of the device manage-
ment framework.

scale of the diagram. Thus, visual analysis brings to light
results that were not at all discernible from static analysis:

� BufferingDisks are not used in this particular instan-
tiation of the system; their initialization was a waste
of system resources.

� From the performance point of view, the structure is
a MEDIATOR. It turns out that the performance hacks
leading to static violations of MEDIATOR were both
unnecessary and unfruitful.

Thus, correlating the static and dynamic code views, we
detected potentially dangerous inconsistencies, and also
discovered how to get rid of them.

3 Example: Heuristic analysis of subsystem
cohesion and coupling

The previous experiment checks conformance to an ex-
plicit and well-defined architectural model. In contrast,
this experiment demonstrates compliance verification for a
highly abstract and subjective design principle: high co-
hesion and low coupling. Lacking a standard measure of
cohesion and coupling, the design principle is best treated
heuristically, rather than by a set of formal rules[24].

Motivation We are interested in application-specific cus-
tomization of subsystems in � Choices. Thus, it is desirable
that the subsystems be as self-contained and independent
of one another as possible, so that modifying a subsystem
has minimal unanticipated side-effects on its neighbors. In
the abstract, this requirement is easier to fulfill in systems
with low coupling and high cohesion[20].

Figure 4: Static weighted inter-class call graph.

Static analysis: method calls Figure 4 displays a
weighted inter-class call graph within and across three
Choices subsystems: virtual memory, file system, and
naming service. The graph heuristically clusters and in-
terconnects classes according to the number of static inter-
class message invocations counted from the source code,
giving messages that appear in control loops more weight.
Ideally, a cluster should correspond to a functionally co-
herent subsystem. From the figure, we see that the naming
subsystem appears to be fairly self-contained and decou-
pled. On the other hand, the virtual memory and the file
systems are not so well isolated. For example, the File-
Cache class seems to interact more heavily with classes in
other subsystems than in its own subsystem. Modifying this
class to customize the file system could potentially prop-
agate unexpected bugs and performance flaws throughout
the other subsystems.

Static analysis: data sharing A different perspective of
coupling, based on the degree of data sharing, is shown
in Figure 5. The figure clusters and interconnects classes
depending on the number of shared variables and their us-
age. According to both the call graph and the data sharing
graph, the naming system is the most well isolated of the
subsystems. But the data sharing graph suggests that the
other systems are also fairly independent as regards infor-
mation sharing. For example, the suspect FileCache class
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Figure 5: A weighted data sharing graph.

belongs more to its own subsystem.
Comparing the two graphs, we conclude that excess

coupling is likely introduced through method calls. The
subsystems are probably cohesive with respect to informa-
tion sharing, dependency, and management.

Yet another perspective: dynamic visualization A dy-
namic version of the weighted call graph of Figure 4 is
shown in Figure 6. Initially, the target classes are placed
arbitrarily on the display. During the animation, classes at-
tract each other if they communicate frequently, otherwise
they repel. The scalable affinity diagram4 reveals the run-
time communication structure of the Choices subsystems,
and is fairly consistent over different workloads.

Comparing the static and dynamic call graphs, we gain a
high degree of confidence that the actual subsystem behav-
ior exhibits high cohesion and low coupling. For instance,
the suspicious collaborations from the static diagram (e.g.,
between FileCache and PageCache, and between File
and PageCache) do not appear to be seriously exercised
– they are not manifest on the scale of the diagram. Indeed,
the explicit subsystem clusters in the animation correspond
directly to the documented subframeworks of Choices[2].

Putting it all together Correlating the static and dynamic
call diagrams indicates that the undesirable couplings from

4The affinity diagram is scalable because its format, meaning, clarity,
and size are independent of the number of dynamic instances of the classes
involved[5].

Figure 6: An affinity diagram animating dynamic inter-
class call relations.

the static diagram presumably model unusual or uncom-
mon situations, and that they might unnecessarily entangle
the subsystems. The data sharing graph reveals that the un-
wanted connections may have been introduced as method
calls.

Upon examining the source code, we discovered that
FileCache and PageCache were originally the same
component. When the component was split apart during
restructuring, unintended residual dependencies from File-
Cache remained in PageCache. This not only introduced
obscure interactions between FileCache and PageCache,
but also tightly coupled File with PageCache. Moving
the dependencies to FileCache made the three components
functionally cohesive, and also clarified their roles in the
subsystems.

Discussion Thepreceding exampleshows the importance
of multiple perspectives in checking designs for heuristic
properties like coupling and cohesion. In particular, using
static analysis of calls, we discovered that the sub-systems
were not as cleanly segregated as expected. Changing the
design parameter to data sharing helped realize that this
was not due to data sharing. Since the static analysis re-
sults indicated that subsystem couplings were likely due
to method calls, we put more emphasis on dynamic vi-
sual analysis of inter-object calls, not on inter-object data
access. Visual analysis of suspicious calls indicated that
some uncommon cases were overlooked in splitting the
original PageCache. All these findings guided our efforts
to better configure and organize the components and sub-
systems, reducing unwanted coupling, increasing cohesion,
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and eliminating unnecessary compilation dependencies and
costs.

4 Example: Miscellaneous Guidelines

The previous examples have shown the utility of
Pattern-Lint in evaluating complex design models. In this
section, we describe compliance checking for simple, con-
crete guidelines. In the following, the precise syntactic
checks made by Pattern-Lint are italicized.

Avoid Inheritance/Reference Cycles: A common struc-
ture often seen in object-oriented systems is an inheritance
hierarchy rooted at class Object. This root class supports
basic behavior for I/O or debugging calls by delegating
them to member objects that actually implement the oper-
ations. But the I/O and debugging member objects them-
selves are derived from Object. Hence, behavior of a base
class becomes dependent on the behavior of a derived class,
and modifying a derived class may indirectly affect other
children of the base class. Except for special situations
(e.g., if it is known that the base and derived classes will
not be changed), Inheritance/Reference cycles that intro-
duce hidden associations are highly undesirable.

In Choices, when such cycles were accidentally estab-
lished across subsystems, the resulting interdependencies
seriously impaired portability and comprehensibility[23].
In � Choices, we are using Pattern-Lint to ensure that
no base class holds references to instances of its derived
classes.

Substitutability via refinement by addition:
Frameworks[6] are groups of collaborating classes that typ-
ically implement subsystems in object-oriented programs.
For example, a PageCache and its associated Paging-
Policy form a simple framework that implements demand
paging in Choices. To add new capabilities to the system,
frameworks are refined to derive other frameworks.

Ideally, the derived framework should remain substi-
tutable in place of the original one, so that the rest of the
system is not impacted negatively by framework refine-
ment. A simple way to promote substitutability is to always
refine frameworks only by adding new components, and
never removing any existing component[2]. While compo-
nent addition does not guarantee substitutability (which is
a complex behavioral notion), component removal almost
always violates it.

In our example, suppose that the default PagingPol-
icy implements FIFO (first-in/first-out) paging. One may
legally refine this framework by adding a LRU (least re-
cently used) paging policy class. Pattern-Lint verifies that

given a set of components that define a framework, no de-
rived framework has fewer components in it.

No Inheritance across subsystems: Subsystems interact
by allowing access to their component classes. In our work
with Choices, we observed that if subsystems export classes
that contain data members or define subsystem behavior,
developers are tempted to subclass these classes across the
subsystems in order to access the data or alter the behavior.
This exposes the internals of one subsystem to another,
increases the likelihood of unexpected side effects, and
makes the subsystemsvery difficult to modify or understand
independently.

To avoid this problem in � Choices, Pattern-Lint con-
firms that subsystems only communicate using abstract
classes that do not define data members or methods.

5 Pattern-Lint design and rationale

The design of Pattern-Lint addresses two main issues:

� How to express design properties to check compliance
with design models at varying levels of abstraction.

� How to communicate system information in a highly
selective and problem-specific manner.

5.1 Expressing Design Models

Pattern-Lint supports conformance checking at various lev-
els of abstraction with multiple perspectives.

Low Level Rules Low level rules (the guidelines of Sec-
tion 4) govern details closer to implementation than design.
These rules are specified using ER diagrams or grammars
and mechanically converted to their Prolog equivalents.

Architectural Rules These rules include patterns[7],
software interconnection models[26], and architectural
styles[8]. The rules capture recurring designs, so they are
described only once, and reused across a wide variety of
software systems.

We define architectural models formally using two types
of Prolog clauses: (1) those that provide incremental confi-
dence that the implementation may be faithful to the model,
and (2) those that detect definite violations of the constraints
imposed by the model. Combining and correlating these
two types of knowledge helps reduce the risk of both false
positives and false negatives.

Figure 8 shows an excerpt of the code in our predefined
test driver for MEDIATOR. This pattern is open to slight
implementation variations[7], so we need several sets of
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Figure 7: A MEDIATOR structure.

rules to cater for each expected variation. The rules in
Figure 8 are appropriate for the mediator realization of Fig-
ure 7 expressed in OMT[22] notation. In the test driver,
the positive evidence rule checks that (1) each colleague
does interact with the mediator, and (2) there are indeed
bidirectional control and data dependencies among the me-
diated colleagues. Success of the positive evidence rule
alone does not prove compliance with MEDIATOR, as there
may be constraint violations. So the violations rules look
for definite inconsistencies with the pattern as exemplified
by direct interaction among colleagues that bypasses their
mediator, or failure of the mediator to communicate with a
supposedly mediated colleague.

Heuristic Rules These rules cover highly abstract and
subjective design guidelines such as cohesion and coupling
or the information hiding principle. Since the rules are
very general, they are difficult to specify formally as Prolog
clauses. To check them, Pattern-Lint allows a designer to
generate multiple relational views of a system like static call
graphs and animated object interactions, and apply his/her
own heuristics. The analysis of subsystem cohesion and
coupling in Section 3 illustrates heuristic inspection.

5.2 Problem Oriented Visualization

Pattern-Lint implements design compliance checking
primarily using static and dynamic visualization with mul-
tiple perspectives. The tool automates many aspects of the
visualization process, supporting easy selection of the data
of interest and smooth coordination of program constructs
and multiple graphical views. Towards these goals, the tool
uses the design models as the primary units for program vi-
sualization; they generate the necessary abstractions and
also filter the program data. In particular, Pattern-Lint
supports:

� Model Driven Visualization: Graphical views are gen-
erated and coordinated using the same Prolog clauses
that define a model. The views are parameterized by
the data of interest. For instance, the edges in a MEDI-
ATOR display graph may represent or animate one or

more of the relations invokes, control-flow, and data-
dependent, according to the positive evidence rule in
Figure 8. The viewer can zoom in and out of the graph
and specify the relations to be shown or animated.

� Automated and Coordinated Instrumentation: Graphs
generated by static analysis (e.g., Figure 2) are hyper-
linked to the corresponding source code. By selecting
edges or nodes, the user can automatically instrument
the code in several ways.

In addition, at runtime, a user can directly manipulate
instruments[25]. For instance, the viewer can turn
selected instruments on or off to improve the clarity
of an affinity diagram like Figure 6. Similarly, the rate
of data production (and hence system perturbation)
can interactively be controlled. The instruments inter-
operate to generate coordinated views and select run-
time information.

5.3 Pattern-Lint Architecture

Figure 9 depicts the architecture of Pattern-Lint. Read-
ing from left-to-right, the diagram shows how information
about program entities and their expected high-level model
is processed to generate the static and dynamic program
views.

The designer specifies program entities to be exam-
ined and the design model (see Figure 2). A parser and
database generator analyzes the program source and creates
a database of implementation-level relations for reasoning
about the model. A Prolog inference engine matches the
program data to the model rules, and produces relations
that demonstrate consistency with or divergence from the
design model.

A static correlator then maps these relations to the source
code and generates browsable views. At this point, a de-
signer may instruct an automatic instrumentor to instrument
the code for selected relations. The instrumentor interface
also enables user manipulation of instruments. Finally, a
renderer maps the data and displays the views.

5.4 Limitations of our approach

Pattern-Lint uses three types of design models: con-
crete, architectural, and heuristic. Each model has
limitations5 in terms of verifiability, descriptive ability, and
usability:

� Concrete models such as coding guidelines or control-
flow diagrams are easy for compliance checking, but
often contain operational detail that obscures design
intentions.

5In addition to the well-known deficiencies of static analysis (e.g.,
pointer analysis) and dynamic analysis (e.g., input data sensitivity).
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/* Positive evidence: */
mediator(M1, C1 , C2 ) :-

invokes(C1 , M1),
invokes(M1 , C1),
invokes(C2 , M1),
invokes(M1 , C2),
control flow( C2 , C1 ),
control flow( C1 , C2 ),
data dependent( C1 , C2 ),
data dependent( C2 , C1 ).

/* Violations: */
violations mediator(M1, C1 , C2 ) :-

invokes(C1,C2).
violations mediator(M1, C1 , C2 ) :-

not(invokes(M1,C1)).
violations mediator(M1, C1 , C2 ) :-

is friend of(C1,C2).

Figure 8: A partial Prolog test driver for MEDIATOR.

� Architectural models like patterns are abstract, but
have many possible implementations. The rule-base
of Pattern-Lint captures many of the possibilities, but
conformance checks cannot be absolutely guaranteed.
We can cope with this limitation where feasible by
expanding and refining our reusable knowledge base
as we gain more experience.

� Heuristic models can be checked using dynamic
and static visualization with surprising effectiveness.
Nonetheless, the analysis for heuristic guidelines is
rather human-dependent, and the certainty of compli-
ance is much less.

6 Related work

Other systems for monitoring an implementation’s faith-
fulness to its design models appear to have focused on either
static or dynamic verification, but not both[16, 15, 24, 13].
We improve on these systems by systematic provision of
numerous static and dynamic visual perspectives, and by
considering a wide range of design commitments, from
concrete implementation-level rules to configuration-level
principles like subsystem cohesion and coupling. In par-
ticular, our work also concerns the conformance checking
for standardized architectural models[26, 7, 8]: recurring
design abstractions that are increasingly popular in the con-
struction of complex systems.

Most of the individual features of Pattern-Lint have
appeared in isolated reverse engineering tools: archi-
tectural styles[10], dynamic analysis[17, 21], program
databases[4], and program concept recognition[1, 9].
Pattern-Lint seems to be the first tool to combine all these
abilities in design conformance checking. Pattern-Lint also
extends the application of these ideas by incorporating di-
verse design principles, celebrating the synergy of static

and dynamic visualization, the use of scalable affinity dia-
grams, and a customizable architecture.

Another approach for improving design-implementation
congruence provides improved notations to represent
designs[22]. In limited domains such as interface
generators[18], low-level implementations can automati-
cally be generated, assuring design conformance. In using
architectural catalogs, Pattern-Lint supports this move to-
ward improved notations.

Our animated class interaction views were influenced
by De Pauw et al.[19]. We extend their techniques with
affinity diagrams that not only reveal clusters of frequently
communicating classes, but also highlight key elements
of the clusters and expose inter/intra-cluster dependencies.
Finally, Lange and Nakamura [12] use patterns as a guide
to manually select objects for visualization. In contrast, we
have formalized the notion of patterns based on positive
evidence and violations (expressed here as Prolog rules).
This allows us to automate static and dynamic visualization
and to check for design conformance.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Once a software system deviates from its intended or
documented design models, it becomes difficult and costly
to understand, modify, and maintain. There have been
two standard approaches to address this problem: reverse
engineering[10] the implementation to repair it typically
after the fact, and structuring the design using standardized
design constructs[7, 8] with fairly well-understood corre-
sponding implementations. Neither alternative alone seems
to be satisfactory: reverse engineering researchers strongly
point out the need for more careful forward engineering,
and the software architecture literature is rife with warnings
not to regard improved models as a panacea.
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Figure 9: The Architecture of Pattern-Lint.

In this paper, we have shown that a combined approach
that uses codified design models with “reverseengineering”
style analysis of the implementation, applied very early in
the system’s life-cycle, is an effective forward engineering
method. System development based on frequent compli-
ance checking helps catch design turnovers before they
corrode the implementation and become irreversible.

Our research suggests that systematic integration of
logic-based static analysis with dynamic visualization,
guided by the use of codified design knowledge, is highly
effective in checking design conformance. First, we found
that the same high-level models that structure the design
also function as excellent primary units of conformance
checking. Second, since design models appear at many
levels of abstraction, it becomes important to employ mul-
tiple perspectives combining static and dynamic program
information. Last, the models can be applied yet again as
filters for the information that guides the selection, presen-
tation, and analysis of data. The examples in the paper
demonstrate how model-directed systematic correlation of
static and dynamic data allows the investigation of intri-
cate design properties and gives insight into new design
alternatives.

One possible improvement to our approach involves
incorporating generative capabilities into the checker.

Derivation of code fragments and skeletons from design
specifications can assure that certain aspects of the imple-
mentation conform to the design by construction. For ex-
ample, Pattern-Lint could automatically generate the inter-
class references in a MEDIATOR implementation to guaran-
tee a star-shaped network of collaboration. Other feasible
extensions include run-time enforcement of implementa-
tion compliance through assertions annotated in code. We
expect that model-driven dynamic “debugging” of design
properties will prove useful.

Acknowledgments: We thank Kent Beck, Gail Murphy,
Ellard Roush, and the ICSE referees for their helpful com-
ments.
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